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~If You had the Chance~
Copyright

If you had the chance to run your own government would you kick people
out for expressing their feelings, their believes, their way of thinking;
would you take that all away from them; would you tell them you warned
warned them or this is your last chance, don't make me tell you again;
would you be able to live with yourself for knowing that you have wronged
someone and you hurt their feelings; but whoes to tell you you wronged
someone; whoes to tell you that what you've done was wrong or whoes to
tell you that hurts peoples feelings; whoes to tell you but for you to
tell yourself?

If you had the chance to run your own governmet would you listen to the
people; would you listen to their feelings, their believes, their way of
thinking; would you give all that to them; would you treat them with
respect like their one of you and they matter; but whoes to say their one
of you; whoes to say they matter; whoes to say they care and whoes to say
their equal; would you be happy with yourself knowing you done them right,
you listen to their feelings, their believes, their way of thinking; but
whoes to tell you thats right; whoes left after you kicked everyone out
that doesn't agree with you or doesn't think think exsactly the way you
do; well if you think abaout it, no one is then same, they may look
the same, act the same, or talk the same but the trueth is no one thinks,
acts, or looks the same.

So when you go ahead and start that government, remember one thing,
you can't handle it alown, you need help!

~Bre~
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